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About This Content

Order the DiRT Rally 2.0 Deluxe Upgrade and receive:
- Porsche 911 RGT Rally Spec

- Upgraded 'My Team' starter cars
- x5 Early vehicle unlocks added to your team garage

The DiRT Rally 2.0 Deluxe upgrade also includes:
Dirt Season I:

x3 tracks
x5 cars

In-Game Bonuses
High reward events

Dirt Season II:
x3 tracks
x5 cars

In-Game Bonuses
High reward events
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As much as I liked this game, I have to say I am really disappointed by its length. Took me 2 hours to finish it and that's pretty
much all there is to it, as there's no replayability whatsoever.

Also, one of the puzzles requires you to cripple a kid/man for life. I know that this is a video game and the characters are
fictional, but seriously? That's pretty mean for a protagonist who's trying to save the world from destruction, if you asked me.

Still, Chronology is a solid and colorful platformer with a clever use of the time traveling concept. While controlling the snail,
you can also stop time, but I honestly feel it's not used much throughout the game.

I will recommend this game, but I'm not sure about its price tag. It's not that 4,99€ is a lot of money; it's just that I've played
many similar puzzle/platformer games with the same price tag that took me a lot longer to finish. Maybe get it while on a
discount.. Fun game, needs more maps. A delightful old school mix of turn based stratagy and RPG.
The learning curve is steep but if the player just takes their time to understand how things work they will be rightfully rewarded.
An awesome gem of a game.
Excellent amount of content for the money spent.. BEAT THE GAME/SPOILERS***

Very nice artwork. Fast combat.

Ending just kinda happened. Meh. Also, while I like linear type games I felt the areas were very, very small.... Hardware: i5
3570, Windows 10, nVidia GTX 1070. Runs great.

Bought it because: unique concept.

A card game that looks like an old black & white movie, you against a skeleton dealer, with an old-timey piano soundtrack
playing in the background. You're dealt 7 cards to start your turn, must discard two, and then play anywhere from 2-5. If you
play fewer than 5, the dealer adds more from his hand, so it's in your best interest to play anything good you have.

You start as a baby; each hand is one year in your life. You have various stats (health, popularity with family, popularity with
peers, etc). The basic cards you play are "have something happen to me" cards, such as having a bad dream as a baby, that force
decisions, such as whether to cry for your parents. Outcomes from your decisions can be good or bad that affect your stats;
some cards just apply effects with no decision possible. You also have cards in your hand that can force good outcomes for
these events, or change the rules, change your card loadout, etc.

It's easily to learn, fairly basic and fun, and is the kind of game you play in short sessions.

There's a game shop where you can buy additional cards for your deck (using game money you earn as you age and start to earn
a salary) to improve the virtual life you go through during the game.

Full price for this game is $9.99. It's fairly casual and I would recommend a lower price point, $4.99 or $2.99, to drive sales. I
also think it would do much better in sales numbers as a tablet game, and recommend the devs port it to iOS or Android.. I'm
wwway to tired to write a real review, but if you are looking for something fun, inventive and unique, then give this game a shot.

You also get to fling enemies in the air and shoot at them while they tumble back to earth.. Probably the worst game I've ever
played. Buggy controls, horrible mechanics, sucky graphics. I don't know who's rating this game so highly but mark my words,
it's horrible. Don't bother.
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I'll start with the obvious since it's clear most don't read before they buy a game. It is 20 minutes in length, but it's also cheap
and gives you access to the beta. Which for most beta accesses this is a steal. The game gives a good taste of what the final
version will be like, but it's still clear that it's not in beta yet. The missions needed to complete the game were a little simplistic;
however, on th whole it was still fun and for a short moment you feel like you're on Mars. Only hickup I had while playing full
screen was the mouse look didn't always behave as expected. Annoying, yes, dealbreaker for something this early, no.. Golfers
beware.

 don't buy this game, you will feel totally ripped off in more ways than one. I was hoping this would be the game that would try
to really achieve realistic golf mechanics but it seems like they used other golf games to design this instead of asking some
golfers about the swing. If you want to hit the ball further in this game you don't "unlock" some club or level up your power or
something like that , you have to essentially change the difficulty. You pick the easy clubs then yes you get tons of backspin on
every shot and have great forgiveness , but you get 250 carry on driver. That is so stupid and boring , you play a golf game to hit
it like or BETTER than the pros thats what makes it fun. You pick the "master" level difficulty clubs and you get 300 yards
carry and a much higher difficulty. Whats stupid though is you go to hit your 150 shot in and you have to deal with master level
difficulty penalization on your shots.

I feel totally ripped off as a PC gamer when I pay 50$ for a INFERIOR game that the PS4 and xbox crowd get. They actually
get the augusta national and real tour players in their league. Here we get made up majors and made up players. Too bad nobody
told me that or it isint stated on Steam .. gee thanks . At the end of the day your left with dead multiplayer , a ruined career
mode and a lonely experience. It feels like you pirated it and are being punished with a lack of content but no, this is the game
you get for PC I guess.

I played only 1 hour past the refund limit and couldn't get a refund, otherwise I would. After trying to put some effort into this
game I can honestly say that 2012 tiger woods is 2 letter grades better. I looked for different kind of matches online at different
times of the day on a few different occasions and ended up with 0. I honestly think this is a game nobody should buy, nobody
deserves to be ripped off like this. Because of the issues stated and the fact that you actually get less of a experience for playing
on PC .

Multiplayer - 0\/10
playing with ghosts isint multiplayer
Campaign - 0\/10
if ps4 got the same game I would give it a 6 or 7 for trying but honestly, in comparison the effort here is 0
Gameplay- 0\/10
if you have more fun actually golfing there is something SERIOUSLY wrong with your game
Sound- 0\/10
I normally dont care about sound or music ,especially in a golf game. I expect the music to be bad so that's fine. But many times
I reached a par five in two on the fringe or second cut and the announcer says I hit a bad shot , or hit dirve through a par 4 and
have the announcer tell me how much I suck.
 Overall 0\/10
I never once quit out of the game conventionally, I have only alt f4d out of this game because of unfairness and I think Ive
completed 1\/8 th of the rounds I've played. It is extremely difficult, I got two supply chests and then I was super giddy and then
the last supply crate took all of my lives to get back to the bunker and as I waited for it to open I got stabbed by a robot. I like
the game but I want the difficulty to not be so hard and maybe tone it down with how many robots are out at a time, because if
you screw up once all the robots will flock to where you were and that sucks when you died right besides the supplies.. This
game is buggy and broken. It crashed every time I leveled up, and so I gave up playing after the third attempt through and
requested a refund. During my very brief play time, I cycled through a couple dozen pointless and shallow cases that all
followed the same pattern of regurgitated, assembled text. Each case is just 2-3 sentences from both sides, providing little to no
pertinent information. The "evidence" is sometimes duplicated and contradictory (I am not sure if this is a bug or by design).
The cases have no depth at all. And here's the biggest overarching question - what are the actual laws this judge is supposed to
be using as a basis for making decisions? It appears the goal is simply to make the governor happy - and that can be done by
spamming a decision without reading anything or knowing what rules are supposed to be followed. Perhaps if some instructions
had been provided, the experience would have made more sense.

I do not recommend this game under any circumstances. I strongly advise against paying anything for it. Oh, and as of the date
of my review, the link for "The Bit Pulse" under "Reviews" doesn't go anywhere. Hmm.. While the original soundtrack is great,
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I think this arranged version is even better. Had this dlc with my xbox 360 version of the game, I am happy I can enjoy it again
on the Steam version as well. :) Track 4 (Area 6 to 11) is my favourite. Thank you for bringing it over!. Paradox DLC is
responsible for the bloody crusades.. Why do developers insist on highlighting every thing you need to interact with, it's nothing
but hand holding.

Oh look, there's a handle you need to pull, there's a door panel you need to swipe with key, there's an axe you need, lets make
that nice and easy for you and highlight the thing with a nice glowing texture. It's ridiculous. It's not puzzles, it telling you what
to do! Enough of that please, stop appealing to the people who can't work things out. Are people so stupid these days that they
need to be told what to interact with.

The other thing I didn't like was when it cuts to 3rd person view sometimes, if im the character then leave me in 1st person
view, it's breaks immersion.

It's not a puzzler, It's not very long at about 50 minutes.

The graphics were just ok, one review said gorgeous, well they're hardly gorgeous but passable, Textures, particularly in the
caves could have been better, although swimming through the cave was quite immersive even if the textures looked yucky.

Despite that, the immersion of being on a sunken ship was ok. It's got more pollish than a lot of vr games.

I wouldn't say it's fantastic like some shills and "yes men" would say, it's just ok and worth a try for something a little different..
This is the first good chess game I've seen since the chessmaster.

Game: The recent problem with developing chess games hasn't been getting very good chess engines but dumping them down to
the casual chess player, say 800 to 1200 ELO. Chessmaster's lower ranking players were playing like grandmasters for several
moves and then doing something stupid like sucrificing a queen just to justify their low rating. Pure Chess isn't like that. I've
played through levels 1 to 7 and they all seemed pretty good simulations of how a human would play. I'm playing levels 6 and 7
regularly now and I'm enjoying every single game.
I don't get how the rating system works. It includes ELO and some PureChess rating number. ELO is stuck on 1000 since day
one while the PureChess rating gradually changes but not after every game. There should be more explanation about that.

Graphics: Great! Yet, double check the system requirements: there're ridiculusly high for a chess game and there's not much
choice in terms of graphics settings. You may think that a 5 year old laptop capable of playing COD4 will manage this... Well, it
may not.

Learning: There's nothing, just a joke set of courses about learning the basic moves et cetera. Get chessmaster for that (if you
can find it).

Multiplayer: Not worth it principally because there seem to be people not willing to make a move. If you're playing with your
steam friends it's probably good (I haven't tried it)

This is the best chess game I've ever tried and no matter the shortcommings it has been the first time I really enjoyed playing
against a computer.. Blown Away. Worth the download and quick play through. Go into it blind. The devs tell an incredible
story told with amazing affect in first person, and near perfect in VR.
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